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rated 3 5 aug 15 2023 bert kreischer rose to fame as a stand up
comedian known as the machine and in his signature set he recounts his
true experience with russian mobsters while on a the machine is a 2023
american action comedy film directed by peter atencio inspired by the
2016 stand up routine of the same name created by bert kreischer the
film stars kreischer as a fictionalized version of himself with mark
hamill jimmy tatro iva babić stephanie kurtzuba and jessica gabor 7
17m subscribers subscribed 27k 2 7m views 1 year ago themachinemovie
bertkreischer sonypictures bert kreischer kicking ass mark hamill on
speed watch the trailer and grab your tickets the machine directed by
peter atencio with bert kreischer mark hamill jimmy tatro iva babic
bert s drunken past catches up with him 20 years down the road when he
and his father are kidnapped by those bert wronged 20 years ago while
drunk on a college semester abroad in russia kinocheck com 4 6m
subscribers 909 51k views 1 year ago kinocheck themachine trailer
official the machine movie trailer 2023 subscribe abo yt ki bert
kreischer movie trailer jason armond los angeles times by nate jackson
deputy entertainment and arts editor may 23 2023 4 37 pm pt machines
just like good comedians aren t born they re built bert kreischer 2023
comedy action bert kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known
as the machine and in his signature set he recounts his true
experience with russian mobsters while on a booze soaked college trip
by glenn kenny may 26 2023 the machine directed by peter atencio
action comedy r 1h 52m find tickets when you purchase a ticket for an
independently reviewed film through our site we set 23 years after the
original story which inspired it the machine finds kresischer facing
familial crisis and the arrival of his estranged father hamill when
the ghost of his booze soaked try it free set 23 years after the
original story which inspired it the machine finds bert kreischer
facing familial crisis and the arrival of his estranged father mar by
aidan kelley updated feb 24 2023 the action comedy is based on bert
kreischer s viral stand up story about his college trip to russia
image via showtime quick links what exactly is the lead scientist
vincent mccarthy toby stephens provides the answer with his creation
the machine an android with unrivaled physical and processing skills
when a programming glitch causes an early prototype to destroy his lab
mccarthy enlists artificial intelligence expert ava caity lotz to help
him harness the full potential of a truly comedy films this article is
more than 10 months old review the machine review standup comedian
makes for limp movie star bert kreischer turns a famous routine into a
full length movie with published may 15 2023 bert kreischer s the
machine is an action comedy that combines the true tale of his college
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trip to russia with a fictional story of his later years the 2023
movie the machine stars stand up comedian bert kreischer and is based
on the true story he has shared many times on stage about this movie
arrow forward bert kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known
as the machine and in his signature set he recounts his true
experience with russian mobsters while on about the machine comedy
bert kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known as the
machine and in his signature set he recounts his true experience with
russian mobsters while on a booze soaked college trip 149 reviews hide
spoilers sort by filter by rating 6 10 this machine works best with
lots of high octane fluids and with your gears in neutral top dawg
critic 24 june 2023 i ve never heard of bert kreischer so clearly i m
not a fan of his comedy but nor can i hate it and as such the same
goes for this film any mechanical or electrical device that transmits
or modifies energy to perform or assist in the performance of human
tasks see more noun a device for overcoming resistance at one point by
applying force at some other point synonyms simple machine see more
noun an efficient person the boxer was a magnificent fighting machine
see more the machine is a 2013 british science fiction thriller film
directed and written by caradog w james it stars caity lotz and toby
stephens as computer scientists who create an artificial intelligence
for the british military plot in the future united kingdom is on the
brink of war with china over the taiwan issue the machine live the
machine has forged a 30 year reputation of extending the musical
legacy of pink floyd the new york based quartet performs a diverse mix
of the floyd s extensive 16 album repertoire complete with faithful
renditions of popular hits as well as obscure gems



the machine rotten tomatoes Mar 31 2024 rated 3 5 aug 15 2023 bert
kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known as the machine and
in his signature set he recounts his true experience with russian
mobsters while on a
the machine 2023 film wikipedia Feb 28 2024 the machine is a 2023
american action comedy film directed by peter atencio inspired by the
2016 stand up routine of the same name created by bert kreischer the
film stars kreischer as a fictionalized version of himself with mark
hamill jimmy tatro iva babić stephanie kurtzuba and jessica gabor
the machine official red band trailer hd youtube Jan 29 2024 7 17m
subscribers subscribed 27k 2 7m views 1 year ago themachinemovie
bertkreischer sonypictures bert kreischer kicking ass mark hamill on
speed watch the trailer and grab your tickets
the machine 2023 imdb Dec 28 2023 the machine directed by peter
atencio with bert kreischer mark hamill jimmy tatro iva babic bert s
drunken past catches up with him 20 years down the road when he and
his father are kidnapped by those bert wronged 20 years ago while
drunk on a college semester abroad in russia
the machine trailer 2023 youtube Nov 26 2023 kinocheck com 4 6m
subscribers 909 51k views 1 year ago kinocheck themachine trailer
official the machine movie trailer 2023 subscribe abo yt ki bert
kreischer movie trailer
bert kreischer tells the story behind his first film the Oct 26 2023
jason armond los angeles times by nate jackson deputy entertainment
and arts editor may 23 2023 4 37 pm pt machines just like good
comedians aren t born they re built bert kreischer
the machine sony pictures entertainment Sep 24 2023 2023 comedy action
bert kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known as the
machine and in his signature set he recounts his true experience with
russian mobsters while on a booze soaked college trip
the machine review a hard partying comedian pays for his Aug 24 2023
by glenn kenny may 26 2023 the machine directed by peter atencio
action comedy r 1h 52m find tickets when you purchase a ticket for an
independently reviewed film through our site we
bert kreischer mark hamill s the machine release date set Jul 23 2023
set 23 years after the original story which inspired it the machine
finds kresischer facing familial crisis and the arrival of his
estranged father hamill when the ghost of his booze soaked
the machine official trailer youtube Jun 21 2023 try it free set 23
years after the original story which inspired it the machine finds
bert kreischer facing familial crisis and the arrival of his estranged
father mar
the machine cast trailer plot and everything collider May 21 2023 by
aidan kelley updated feb 24 2023 the action comedy is based on bert
kreischer s viral stand up story about his college trip to russia
image via showtime quick links what exactly is the
the machine metacritic Apr 19 2023 lead scientist vincent mccarthy



toby stephens provides the answer with his creation the machine an
android with unrivaled physical and processing skills when a
programming glitch causes an early prototype to destroy his lab
mccarthy enlists artificial intelligence expert ava caity lotz to help
him harness the full potential of a truly
the machine review standup comedian makes for limp movie Mar 19 2023
comedy films this article is more than 10 months old review the
machine review standup comedian makes for limp movie star bert
kreischer turns a famous routine into a full length movie with
the machine the true story behind the movie screen rant Feb 15 2023
published may 15 2023 bert kreischer s the machine is an action comedy
that combines the true tale of his college trip to russia with a
fictional story of his later years the 2023 movie the machine stars
stand up comedian bert kreischer and is based on the true story he has
shared many times on stage
the machine movies on google play Jan 17 2023 about this movie arrow
forward bert kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known as
the machine and in his signature set he recounts his true experience
with russian mobsters while on
the machine apple tv Dec 16 2022 about the machine comedy bert
kreischer rose to fame as a stand up comedian known as the machine and
in his signature set he recounts his true experience with russian
mobsters while on a booze soaked college trip
the machine 2023 the machine 2023 user reviews imdb Nov 14 2022 149
reviews hide spoilers sort by filter by rating 6 10 this machine works
best with lots of high octane fluids and with your gears in neutral
top dawg critic 24 june 2023 i ve never heard of bert kreischer so
clearly i m not a fan of his comedy but nor can i hate it and as such
the same goes for this film
machine definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 14 2022 any
mechanical or electrical device that transmits or modifies energy to
perform or assist in the performance of human tasks see more noun a
device for overcoming resistance at one point by applying force at
some other point synonyms simple machine see more noun an efficient
person the boxer was a magnificent fighting machine see more
the machine 2013 film wikipedia Sep 12 2022 the machine is a 2013
british science fiction thriller film directed and written by caradog
w james it stars caity lotz and toby stephens as computer scientists
who create an artificial intelligence for the british military plot in
the future united kingdom is on the brink of war with china over the
taiwan issue
the machine live Aug 12 2022 the machine live the machine has forged a
30 year reputation of extending the musical legacy of pink floyd the
new york based quartet performs a diverse mix of the floyd s extensive
16 album repertoire complete with faithful renditions of popular hits
as well as obscure gems
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